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I. Introduction.
A. Characteristics of the A^^e of Tennyson.
Since Tennyson is frequently called the interpreter of
his age it may be well to ask what he interprets. He lived in
that a-'-e which may be called by three different titles, namely:
Period of Science, Period of Machinery, and Period of Liberalis|i.
1, Period of Science.
The people of this age were greatly interested in
science and thej were concerned and even alarmed over certain
scientific results. Of course great discoveries in science wer#
made before this period, but never so many in so brief a space
of time. Moreover, the study of science came to be recognized
as a necessary part of any person's education, and the scienti-
fic point of view - that of doubtinc- a thing until it is proved
has in the minds of thinking men increasingly displaced the old^r
and more natural attitude of believing anything long asserted.
Thus nearly all the established beliefs of manlcind, during t" is
period, were submitted to the test of cold investigation.
2, Period of Machinery'-.
As a result of the scientific discoveries, there was
a great production of machinery. Applied science led to an ex-
traordinary number of important inventions. Because of these
inventions industry changed tremendously and these industrial
changes affected the social standards, living conditions, and
ideals of the people.

5, Period of Liberalism.
Perhaps the most powerful of all the influences of
this at^e were the ideas of liberalism, using the word to inclu(|e
those important idea^, of democracy which have prevailed more
and more in these years - such ideas as government by the majo2|-
ity, the rights of the ordinary person, and equal opportunity
for everyone. Naturally, since there are more common people
than any others, their influence in the arts and in government
has correspondingly increased,
4, Free Education.
During this period England set herself for the
time to place education v/ithin the reach of all. As a result
there was an increased demand for books and a much larger read-|
ing public. This changed conditions for English writers,
5, Movements in the Church.
Intimately connected with literature were certain
movements in the Church. In 1835 John Keble began the so-call^c
Oxford Movement by opposing in a sermon preached at Oxford the
treatment of the Church as a merely political institution, its
affairs controlled by the politicians. -hey emphasized the
historical continuit^^ of the Church, the importance of tradi-
tion, and the value of elaborate ceremonial and of beauty in
the church service. In direct opposition to this Oxford Move-
ment v/hich emphasized the authority of the Church was the Oriel
School which emphasized the authority of reason. However, the

3Broad Church Movement exerted the greatest influence. This
movGLient broadened the vieT/s of the Church, it faced scientific
facts, but it preached the doctrine of love, God, and immortal-
ity. Tennyson's voice was really the voice of the Broad Church
speaking,
6. Characteristics of the Literature.
The literature of this period was disciplined by
the demand for strong moral earnestness and hj scientific em-
phasis on reason, but had almost complete freedom in choice of
subject and form of expression. Realism grew to be the dominanjlt
note of the age. Foreign influences aff'ected some writers powelr
fully but Tennyson sho?/s li':tle except English influences.
The prevailing spirit of the age, so far as the
majority of the people was concerned, was one of optimism. The
reason for this feeling of optimism was the material prosperity
of the people, man's increasing control over nature through im-
portant scientific discoveries and inventions, and the new sciep.
tific theories. The people were comfortable, prosperous, and
rested secure in their own righteousness. This gave rise to a
certain complacency.
But it was this very complacency which caused many
to protest. They said that the exaltation of reason, the new
inventions, and the dominance of science all emphasized mater-
ial rather than spiritual values. Thus even though the times
were complacent, most of the importtnt literature was exactly

4the opposite. The literature shov^ed criticism and doubt.
Such was the age which Tenn^'^son interprets for us,
an age of science and materialism, an age of expansion of liberf
alism, an age of progress, doubt, and hope.
B. Tennyson as the interpreter of his age,
1. Examples.
As an interpreter Tennyson mirrors with accuracy anc).
poetic feeling the doubts, the fears, the progress, and the hop^s
of the age in which he lived, Ee was interested in the problem
of philosophy and early in his career as a poet we find him en-
gaged in a contest with skepticism concerning them. This is
shown in the poem entitled, Sup cosed Confessions of a Gecond-
Rate Sensitive Mind , A little later, in The Two Voices , he
considers the "orobler. of the worth of human life. In The Palac<
of Art, he reflects upon important aspects of moral life and
theory. In the Higher Pantheism , he treats of the ultimate
nature of reality, and of the relation of the finite to the
Infinite, In the Idylls of the King we ha\e pictured for us
the y/ar between sense and soul. In D£ Profundi
s
, we have thoug]
upon the mystery of birth, in which he hints at the pr^^xist-
ence of the soul. This same thought is expressed in _In Ivlemor -
iam also. In The Ancient Sage , he opposes materialistic and
viev;s of Qod
agnostic /\ and presents suggestions concerning the value of prooi|
in the domain of fundamentals. In Des-pair
,
he shows his know-
ledge and opinions of a cold and heartless theology on the one
ts
e
5one hand, and an atheistic and agnostic philosophy on the other
The result is despair. In The Promise of I.iay , he strikes at
some of the philosophical tendencies of the age in regard to
human conduct. In the poems, an i^volutionist , The Dawn , and
The Making of Man , he reflects upon the final goal of man*s
evolution. In The Princess he deals with the problem of women*
s
rights and education. In In Memoriam , he meditates long and
seriously upon the great problems of God and immortality; upon
the realities of sin and suffering; and upon the problems of
knov/ledge. Pie reall;' constructs a philosopher of life. Thus
we see that in his works Tennyson portrayed the feelings and
tendencies of the age in which he lived.
2. Solution.
Our poet fell upon a time when fiction, science,
and sociology were displacing poetry. He succeeded in conquer-
ing the poetic indifferer.ce of his age by portraying its own
characteristics. "Probably no ilnglish poet except Shakespeare
has exercised such a commanding sway over both the learned and
the unlearned.""^ Tennyson owed his widespread popularit:/ less
to his essential poetic qualifies than to the feet that he
satisfied a large public craving for some melodious utterance
on the mysteries, doubts, and sorrov/s v/hich come to practically
all people in times of questioning faith and spiritual perplex-
ity. Tennyson lived in the time of a conflict more crucial
and frightful than any -^uropean struggle, the conflict between
1-S.H. Butcher, 'Tennyson
,
Londori, 1909. p. 25
2-Wm. Canton, Tennyson , New iork, 1898. p. 374
r
artificiality of morals and the apparent
the apparent/y^imi-:orality of science'^ and. he showed himself to oe
the real interpreter by ?forking out a solution to the problem
not only for the good of his o^vn soul but in order to help
humanity. His solution to the problem as we find it in In
Memoriajn is faith in hujnan prof-ress according to la\7, freedom
of the will, love, fai"ch in God and belief in the immortality
of the human soul,
II, Background of In I^Iemorian .
A, Brief biographical sketch of Alfred Tennyson.
In filling in the background for the poem _In I.^emor -
iam one of the essentials is a picture of the poet and at least
a passing knowledge of his home life, surroundings, and charac-
teristics. He put himself into In Ilemoriam and therefore Yfe
should know what he was like.
1, Parents and Home Life,
It is said that no life was ever happier in all
that constitutes earthly- prosperity than thao of Alfred Tenny-
son.^ He was the son of a rector in the small country village
of Somersby, Lincolnshire and was born on Sunday, August 6,
1809. jj-lfred v/as one of twelve children, seven of whom were
sons. The home and its surroundings 7;ere full of a picturesque
charm.
The father. Rev. George Clayton Tennyson, Vv^as a
man of many interests, something of a poet and an artist, and
much of a scholar and a linguist. He had a povjerful physique
3-Chesterton c G-arnett, Tennyson , New Lork, 1892. p. 10
4-J. ?orster. Great Teachers, London, 1898. p,138

and his son Alfred resemblqd him in this respect. The poet's
mother was of a sweet and tender disposition. She was very
religious and exerted great influence over her children. In
The Princess
,
Tennyson refers to his rr.other in this manner:
Not perfect, nay, but full of tender wants.
No Angel, but a dearer being, all dipt
In Angel instincts, breathin Paradise,
Interpreter between the Gods and men,
Vho looked all native ;.o her place
Kappy he
V/ith such a mother I Faith in womankind
Beats with his blood, and trust in all things high
Comes easy to him, ana tho' he trip and fall
He shall not blind his soul with clay.
Such is the tribute he paid his mother and it was his belief
that it is through the love of such a woman that a man accompl-
ishes his manhood. Without love, life is unfinished. A combine
tion of the parents* qualities seemed to appear in Alfred,
The Tennyson children had many good times in the old
Rectory, They were fond of story-telling and two of the boys,
Alfred and Charles, wrote verses while the^- were still mere
children. Their lessons were by no means neglected. AuYexj day
they walked to Cadney*s village school in tLolywell Glen. This
was followed by the Louth Gram-nar School, w::ich place Alfred
utterly detested. V.^en he was twelve he left Louth and his
father taught him at home. The studies were probably rather
desultory and the amusements simple, but an excellent foundati:^n
was made and many vivid impressions were stored for future use.
It was at this time that Charles and Alfred published their
f
first work, Poems by Two Brothers
.
2. At Gainbridge,
-Ln u c t o er, 1828, Charles and Alfred went to
Trinity College, Caiiitridv<3e , where their eldest brother had al-
ready won distinction. They were bashful and sh:* but after a
time their solitude was broken through and the brothers joined
a group of young men with literary interests and tendencies.
Among the earliest of these new friends was Arthur iienry Hallam,
who v/as to exert such a powerful influence upon Alfred Tennyson]
life and writir.^is. V.Tiile at Cambridge Alfred was interested in
the classics, in the reading and writing of poetry, and in lit-
erary discussions, but he found mathematics difficult. He neveii
had any great love for Trinity. In March, 1651, the father diec
and Alfred left Gambridge without taking his degree and he neveij
returned to finish his studies.
3. At Somersby.
He now tooK his place as head of the family and
life flov/ed smoothly on at the Rectory. He spent nis time
reading, studying, and \7ritinc. He took long walks, smoked,
and entertained his friends. These days at Somersby were like
a fresh, green glade in the wilderness of life.
4. At London
After Hallam *s death, which profoundly affected
Tennyson, he went to London to live. Here he continued to write
and was elated over some successes and also cut to the quick by
c
9severe literary criticisni. Even with the comirifj; of fame he
kept his same retiring modesty.
5. Married Life.
The year of 1850 was especially notev/orthy. In
this year _In Memoriam was published, the Laureatship -/ras con-
ferred upon him, and he was married to the girl whom he had
loved for years, Miss Emily Sellwood. Tennyson said, "The
peace of God cane into my life before the altar when I married
her."^ Mrs. Tennyson was a woman of extraordinary loyalty and
unfailinT; sweetness, with a delicate critical taste, cheerful,
wise, courageous, and sympathetic, ohe was an ideal companion
for a great lonely nature like Tennyson^s in constant need of
tender love and unobtrusive smpathy. They were supremely hap;
and Mrs. Tennyson was the poet*s best protector, friend, and
critic. They first lived at Twickenham, and later at Farring-
ford. Two sons, Hallam and Lionel, were born to them.
5. Death.
After years of mar ied life which v/as filled to the
utmost with love and devotion which was largely respo-^.sible
for the poet*s best work, the pair was separated by the death
of Lord Tennyson on October 6, 1892. Lady Tennyson survivied
him until 1896. The poet seemed to continue to develop his
powers until the end; he did not suffer from decay. He was
calm and serene in death and met it, as he had faced life,
valiantly. 'Te would expect nothing else from the author of
5-A.G. Benson, Alfred Tennyson
,
London, 1904. p.S4

Crossing- the Bar.
Twilight and evening bell,
And after that the dark I
And may there be no sadness of farewell
When i embark.
For tho' from out our bourne of Time and Place
The flood may bear me far,
I hope to see my Pilot face to face.
When I have crossed the bar.
7. Characteristics.
After havin- a glimpse of his life, it may be
wise to keep some of the poet*s outstanding characteristics in
mind. He was a massive man physically and has been delightful
described by Carlyle: "One of the finest looking men in the
world - a great shock of rough, dusky dark hair; bright, laugh
-|
ing hazel e^^es; massive aquiline face, most massive yet most
delicate; of sallov/ brown complexion, almost Indian looking;
clothes cynically loose, free-and-easy, smokes infinite tobaccd
Although he was a massive man, he was by nature shy and retir-
ing. Pie was indifferent to praise but was most sensitive to
criticism. Pie could not bear blame. Since this was his natui
he o?red much of his success to the fact that he had an under-
standing mother and wife.
From his earliest years Tennyson was susceptible
to music and to the music of words, often repeating a word oven
and over. He loved beauty and was almost always faithful to
it. 8 He had the power of shaping beauty and the gift of creat-
6-A.C. Benson, Alfred Tennyson
, p. 22
7-Ibid.jP, 80,
S-3.A. r.rooke, Tennyson
, New York, 1894. p. 10

ing. He did not believe in art simply for art's sake. There
are few poets who have realized the ethical obligations of the
art more than Tennyson did, "Art for Art*s sake" was a maxim
which he openly rejected. Art must suTq^erve an ethical end
and ii must be a vehicle for the f;ood.
His creed was a simple one, and it grew more simple
as he grew older. It is noteworthy that Tennyson was a: le to
fight his way through his doubts and to emerge victorious as
he was not Gy nature an optimist nor a born believer. The
two cardinal facts of his faith were his belief in God and
his belief in the immortality of man. He made this statement
to a friend, "There *s a something that watches over us; and
our individuality endures." During a discussion one January
evening he said to his family.'' with deep feeling, "You may tell
me that my hand and my foot are only imaginary syrabols of exis1
ence, I could believe you; but you never, never can convince
me that tlie is not an eternal Reality and that the spirit-
ual is not the true and real part of me,"^
Tennyson's virtues v/ere m-ainly of one type: self-
control, self-sacrifice, faithfulness and loyalty to country,
law, and personal obligations. He was a man of keen perception
and deep feelings and is "unequalled in accuracy and delicacy
of perception and felicity of translating into language what
he perceives" ."^^ All of his work is characterized by beauty,
simplicity, and stateliness.
11
9-H,L. Fausset, Ten:::.yson
.
A Modern Portrait , New York, 1925. p53
10-A.C. Bradley, The Reaction against Tenn. son , Oxford, 1917 .p. 17

12
B. Alfred Tennyson and Arthur fiallajn.
!• Biographical 1-acts.
Arthur Henry Hallam exerted a great influence on
the work of Tennyson. Ke was born on February 1st, 1811, and
was thus about eighteen months younger than Alfred. At Trinity
College an intimate friendship developed which lasted nearly
five years. The friends travelled together on the Rhine and iri
France. Hallam visited Tennyson's home and became engaged to
the poet's sister, limily. This tended to strengthen the bond
of friendship. After leaving Cambridge Hallam began to read fo|r
the bar, living in his father's house in London. In the summer
.of 1833 he made a -uour on the Continent with his father; and at
Vienna, on L.eptember 15th, he died very suddenly and unexpected
ly of a stroke of apoplexy. His body was brought by sea from
Trieste to England, and was buried at Clevedon, on the Bristol
Channel, on January 3rd, 1834. ^>uch are the biographical facts
in regard to the person whose death inspired Tennyson to write
In Memoriam .
2. Their Friendship.
It was the man himself who appealed to Tennyson more
tenderly than his achievements. He said that Eallairi was as neat
perfection as mortal can be. The singular sweetness of his dis||-
position seemed to have left a keener impression on his friends
than all the lore and logic which he brought from the schools.
Henry Alford said of him: "His w&s such a lovely nature that
life seemed to have nothing more to teach him. nil The mutual
11-A. Waugh, Alfred Lord Tennyson
,
London, 1902. p. 24
11
r
c
13
love of Tennyson and Hallam was a singularly beautiful one, anp
the separation was a loss such as can come but once or twice iti
a lifetime. Other loves and other interests came later; but
this first passionate love never lost its hold upon the poet»s
heart. In after years, it bore fruit in In Memoriam .
C. Purpose of In Memoriam .
1. A Relief for his Grief.
Tennyson's purpose in vomiting this poem was at first
to sim "'13'" give expression to his ov/n feelincs and ;;^rief after
the death of his dearest friend, Hallam. He felt that he mirh
gain some comfort from giving vent to his feelings; that he
might get some relief from pain,
I sometimes hold it half a sin
To put in words the grief I feel;
For words, like Nature, half reveal
And half conceal the Soul within.
But, for the unq_uiet heart and brain,
A use in measured language lies;
The sad mechanic exercise.
Like dull narcotics, nurr.bing pain.
In words, like weeds, 1*11 wrap me o'er,
Like coarsest clouhes against che cold:
But that large grief which these enfold
Is given in outline and no more.-*-^
Had Tennyson never been a mourner he might never have
been a great religious teacher. But the central event of his
life was the loss of his gifted friend. In Memoriam was begun
to relieve the burden of a grief-laden heart with, at first,
no intention of winning the public ear. liis chief concern
was not to set forth a doctiine or to exhibit a theology, but
12-Alfred Tennyson, In Memoriam , New York, 1906 Canto V
rr
to delineate a profound sorrow, to give appropriate utterance
to a great and ove2;_^helming grief.
2. An Honor for Hallam.
Then it occurred to the Poet that by v/riting he mig
honor his dead friend; he night raise a living monument to hi
memory, Plallam had delii^hted in - is poetr^^ when he was liv-
ingjso Tennyson v/ould cherish that flo?/er of song in which
his friend had delighted.
0 my forsaken heart, v/ith thee
And this poor flower of poesy
Which little cared for fades not yet.
But since it pleased a vanish 'd eye,
1 go to plant it on his tomb,
That if it can it there may bloom.
Or dying, there at least may die.-^'^
3. A Help for Others.
The Poet realized that there was some good to be
gained from sorrov; and that he must realize that good not onl^;
for himself but for others. So the main object of the poem
is to portray the several phases of evolution or development
through which a hum.an soul, stricken v/ith the burden of a
great sorrov/, may pass in the process of restoration, in the
attainment of supreme hope.
It is an elegy in a class by itself. Because it
mix-rors the life of the mind and heart in the valley of the
shadow, its appeal is to emotions that are universal and to
thoughts that visit the homes of all the world when a loved
one passes away. It has theological and philosophical feature
14
ht
13-In Memoriam, Canto VIII

15
but is above all, most purely human. ^'^ It lies beyond the do-
main of elegy in its solution to the problem of doubt and its
significance for dead and living. The great appeal of In Mem-
oriam is both to those who have lost and to those who have
doubted. So Tennyson held out hands of supplication to that
"further shore" for comfort not only for himself but for all
mankind. The pronoun I_ used in the poem is not always the auth
or speaking of himself, but the voice of the human race speak-
ing through him.
III. The Story of In Memoriam.
A, Divisions of the Poem.
Before taking up the philosophical implications found
in In Ivlemoriam it may be beneficial to trace the story of the
poem. 'For sixteen years fragments of song to which Hallam^s
dea"ch had given rise haunted Tennyson's mind. These fragments
were finally arranged in logical order and published in 1850.
The poem may be divided into five parts, namelj^: death, burial,
the past, Christmas hopes, and the future. But the whole poem
is continuous and connected, even though in places it is a
little difficult to trace.
1. Death.
At the opening the poet recalls a creed which he
•
had held for law - that out of the troucles of life men may
rise to something better than they were before tlie day of troub; .e
came. But nov? he finds the creed hard to hold because it is so
14-W,M. Dixon, A Primer of Tennyson, London, 1896. p. 78
Ir
16
difficult to return to comfort after loss. Ke compares his
life to a yew-tree among the graves, which, thou;,h sT:)ring may
return for it, presents the same gloomy aspect vrith every seas-j
on. So Sorrow, surveying his life, can find for him no second
spring. For now Sorrow is alwa./s vrlzh him and when he calls
out to her his words fall short of uttering the full intensity
of his suffering. Yet he must cry out, for the effort thus
expended seems to deaden the pain. To cry out is his only com-
fort yet at times even this comfort fails him; he must feed hig
sorrow by the actual sight of the places where he used to meet
his friend. So he goes to the house where Hallam used to live J
and here the loneliness of it all breaks in upon him with renewed
force.
He is not here; but far av.-ay
The noise of life begins again,
And ghastly thro* the drizzlinr: rain
On the bald street breaks the blank day.-^^
Standing desolate, he compares himself to a lover whc
has hastened to his love's home to find her away. And from the
absence his mind glides to the home-coming; he pictures the ship
that ia bringing Arthur's body to Englaiid. He fancies the course
of its passage, and himself watching for the first sight of it.
Then he remembers that Arthur is returning, but only as a m.em-
OTj, He must fix that fact upon his brain - only as a memory .
But the thought will not take root. He feels that if iirthur
were to step ashore alive, he should not be surprised.
15-In i.'emcriam
.
Canto YII
c
17
0 •
If one should bring rae this report,
That thou hadst touched the land today,
And I went down unto the quay,
And found thee lying in the port;
And if along with these should come
The man I held as half-divine;
Should strike a sudden hand in mine,
And ask a thousand things of home;
I should not feel it to be strange. 16
Suddenly a storm rises; and he begins to wonder v/hethe:
his sorrow is like the sea in a tempest, - taking different as-
pects, nov^ calm, nov/ wild; changed upon the surface, but the
same in its silent depth. As the storm passes, he sees the shi )
near the landing. It arrives with its precious freight, and
the burial follows. Then he knows and realizes that Arthur is
really gone from him forever. As his grief breaks out afresh
with this thought, friends press around him and reprove him.
But he feels that they never knew his friend as he did, there-
fore, they cannot understand. Ee recalls the years of their
friendship and knows that it was a life worth living. Because
of that memory'' and the strength of their love, he will find it
worth living still. He has this mem.ory with which to live:
the scene changes to a view of the life v/hich he has determined
Tis better to have loved and lost
Than never to have loved at all,^"^
2. Burial.
With this the first division of the Doem ends and
16-In Memoriam, Canto Z\IV
17-Ibia.,_Canto JXVll
c
18
to live out alone. It is Christmas ^ve, the year of Hallam*s
death, and the members of the family are at oomersby. They
feel the pain of keeping Christmas without Arthur. Ke had al-
ways been the y/elcome p;uest who brought joy and delight. And
the poet wonders what his friend is doing now. It irritates
him to think hovi little his sympathy can picture the life beyonl
the grave. Lazarus returned from death, but there is no record
of the four days he spent in the unseen world. Is there a life
beyond the grave? He does not krxow; but he does know that he
has love so he will cherish that.
Then the New Year breaks, full of weariness. Ke re-
flects that perhaps while his life is sinking back, Arthur *s
is advancing; so that if they v/ere to meet, he would find some-
thing strange in r.is friend. But he banishes this thought and
assures himself that when they meet again the old love will
return. Yet he wonders if the dead forget old associations
and old loves. It may be that they do for a time, but when the
veil is swept av/a-y, he is sure that they will remember again.
There no shade can last
In that deep dawn beyond the tomb,
But clear from marge to marge shall bloom
The eternal landscape of the past.^^
As the poet pases through these shadows of doubt,
he cries out to his friend to be near him and to guide him al-
ways to the light of eternity. But yet he hesitates and asks
if v^e do desire that the dead be always at our side? Are there
18-In Memoriam, Canto. XLVI
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not some things which we might desire to hide? If he were to
meet Arthur, would not his friend find thin^js in him that might
distress him? We cannot answer this question; we can only hope
and stretch out "lame hands of faith". Meanwhile, all Kature
seems to waste itself. The riddle of the struggle for exist-
ence is beyond man^s understanding.
Here the second division ends on a note of doubt and
cold discomfort,
3. The Past,
From this point he strives to teach himself patience.
Sorrow shall be to him a wedded vrlfe. Again he wonders:
Does my old friend remember me?l°
It cannot be otherwise, he reflects. Love cannot forget. The
certainty of this remembrsmce comforts hin, and in the night
he pictures the tablet to Arthur in Clevedon Church, v/ith the
moonlight upon it, and so falls to sleep to dream of his friend,
IVhen he wakes, it is the anniversary of Hallam's death, and it
is a wild, stormy morning. The memory of his loss floods in
upon him anew, but with a comforting reflection. There are
"so many worlds, so much to do", that perhaps Arthur was needed
elsewhere to fulfill G-od*s order. This might be true, he thinks,
for Arthur was worthy of the call.
With this thought the third division of the poem
closes,
4. Christmas Hopes.
The fourth part opens v^ith another Christmas i:ve,
19-In Memoriam, Canto LXIV
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and this time the gathering is less gloomy. The poet asks
whether the regret for Arthur *3 death has died out, and answer^
that it is not dead, since he is always remembering him, Ke
reflects that a longer life was needed to such a love:
More ;''-ears had made me love thee more. 20
And "uhen, vrith an invocation to the New Year, the poet pictures
what the new '^ears would have brought had Arthur lived, Eis fgncy
conjures up the possible events of such a time, until he sudder
-
ly recalls the fact of his loss. Then, leaving such vain drear?|!
he goes back into the past, and recalls the life at Cambridge
and at Somersbj'-, ?Ie assures himself that Arthur would be wel-
come could he return. But he never can return; the poet villi
never see him again. They can never meet except in memory, Hiji
mind travels back to Somersby again, and thence to Vienna, whei
Arthur died. Every corner in the house reminds him of his fri(
but even the house must be left. The day has come for giving
up Somersby.
We leave the well-beloved place
Where first we gazed upon the sky. 21
Before he goes, he wal'is in the garden with two spirits, who
speak with him. One represents the early boyish love of home;
the other, the later love of home illumined by his love for
Arthur. Then he goes away. In a strange place he hears the
Christmas bells, and he leaver: the old life behind vdth the
re
end
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old year. The bells thai: ring in the new year, rine-. in faith,
hope, and consolation.
Ring in the valiant man and free,
The larger heart, the kindlier hand;
Ring out the darkness of the land^
Ring in the Christ that is to he. t2
5. The Future.
The fifth and last part begins with Arthurs birthdaf,
an anniversary which recalls to the poet the character and life
of his friend, at home and at Cambridge. As he thinks of his
friend's virtues, the Spring breaks, and the season reminds
him of the new birth and growth of these virtues in the new life
beyond. ?/ith resignation in his heart, he returns to the house
where his friend had lived, and the view is no longer gloomy.
The doubt is over, and his soul is at ease at last. He knows
that, though he die himself, he v/ill not lose his friend. Thei2
love is eternal, through
Faith that comes of self-control,
The truths that never can be proved
Until we close ?;ith all we loved,
imd all we flow from, soul in soul. 25
Thus faith and love win complete victory over death and doubt.
Love wins its way, through faith, to immortality.
Such is the main story but there is also the prefa-
tory poem and the epilogue. The first is a confession of faith,
excusing the doubt, and the second is a marriage ode written
for the wedding of his sis.er. Thus the poem follows the out-
22
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lines of a Divine Comedy. In the story of In Eemor i am certain
philosophical references may be noted, oome of these we will
now deal with in greater detail.
rv. PhilosoT3hical Implications in In Memoriara .
These philosophical implict.tions may be divided, for the
purpose of unity, into three distinct groups, namely: grief,
doubt, and victory. In portraying Tennyson* s feelings in re-
gard to grief we can get a clearer picture by following the
poem very closely and using the present tense, 7'e want to
glimpse his personal anguish. In dealing with doubt and vic-
tory, which involve more reasoning and explaining and less of
mere feeling, we will refer to particular lines of the poem
from tirae to time but we v/ill not follow the poem through to
the end in its exacx order,
A. Grief.
1, Sense of Loss.
It was the death of his friend, Hallam, which
made the poet realize the problems v/hich grief brings in its
wake. This poem has been called the "75ay of the 8oul"^^ and
we find it to be a journey from the first stupor and confusion
of grief, through a growing acquiescence often distrubed by the
recurrence of pain, to an almost unclouded peace and joy.
2. Characteristics of ii^arly Grief.
The general tone of the first part of xhe poem
is that of absorption in grief. Our first problem, then, is
24-A,C. Bradley, a Corrjri&ntar"- on Ten.yson's In L-emoriam , New
"York, 1901. p. 27
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fclie problem of loss. The poet will not suppress this great
anguish and grief because in doing so he might suppress love,
too
,
Let Love clasp Grief lest both be drowned. 25
He completely abandons himself to sorron and at first f inrjs it
to .be cruel, sullen, and morbid. His sick grief distorts the
truth and he questions its worth.
0 borrow, cruel fellov/ship,
0 Priestess in the vaults of Death,
0 Sv/eet and bitter in a breath,
vrhaL whispers from they dying lip?^^
Then he realizes that he must not let himself be a slave to
grief such as this for it is not ennobling and Iz is not sorrow
like this that r.ust be cherished for the sake of love. Le
rouses himself against it:
With morning wakes the will and cries.
Thou Shalt not be the fool of loss.
2"
3. Attempts to find Comfort.
Half-heartedly he tries to seek comfort for himself.
JIb realizes that other friends remain but he finds no comfort
in this thougho because he knows so v7ell that no other friend
can take the place of the departed one. Someone suggests that
"Loss is common"^® but that thought coi.tains no grain of com-
fort as it intensifies his o\m sorrow rather than lessening it.
Yet his mood does soften as he realizes tl.e sufferings of
others.
Ke attempts to find comfort, as so many do, by visit
25-In Memoriam Canto . I
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ing his friend* s house (67 "Yimpole St., London) but instead of
comfort there comes to l.is heart the realization that his frieild
is lost to him forever and that nothing is left but desolation,
Then, in an attempt to save himself from this uttea
loneliness, he directs his thoughts toward the ship which is
bringing the body of the dead from Ital3- to England. In think-
ing of the ship, and of the burial which will take place, the
poet does find some relief from his sense of utter loss. Just
a little of the sense of peace comes into his soul and he gives
much fuller expression to love.
4. Intervals of Calm and Despair.
After a time there comes to the grief-stricken
poet an interval of calm. The profound stillness of a calm
autumn morning which he describes seems to harmonize with his
soul. '.Thile he is in the grip of this mood he bids time and
the years to teach him that the death of his friend is real and
nou just a melancholy dream.
This brief period of calm is followed b^- a period
of wild unrest. The poet describes the 7/ild fury of the ele-
ments on a stormy evening and it seems to him that it reflects
the wild unrest which novr possesses him. And this brings cer-
tain questions to his mind:
Can calm despair and wild unrest
Be tenants of a single breast,
Or sorrow such a changeling be?^^
He thinks that perhaps his grief has made him lose his reason.
As the time for the burial approaches, it brings
29-In Memoriam
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consolation to the poet for he realizes that his friend v/ill be
laid to rest in his native land. Then as the burial does take
place there comes the wild longing to see his friend once again,
He likens his own heart to the tidal rivers near which Rallam
is buried. As these are silent vrhen fullest, so his hours of
deepest grief are voiceless, wlien his worst anguish ebbs, the
power of speech and song returns to him. This seems to be
characteristic of all who suffer loss. It is when we are suffei
ing most deepl^^ that we can give no expression to this anguish.
5. Thoughts of the Past,
Up to this point the poet has been entirely con-
trolled by his feelings; he has not really attempted to think.
Now his thoughts turn to the past, as our thoughts always do
when we lose a loved one. As he looks back to the past, he com-
pares the present with it and it seems to him that the past was
utterly perfect.
•
And all we met was fair and good.
And all was good that Time could bring,
And all the secret of the Spring
Moved in the chambers of the blood;
And many an old philosophy
On Argive heights divinely sang
And round us all the thicket rang
To many a flute of Arcady.*^^
Yet he knows that all was not perfect then. He gradually comes
to realize that it was love which removed all sense of imperfec-
tion.
I loved the weight I had to oear.
Because it needed help of Love.^l
30-In Memoriam, Canto XXIII
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6. Triumph of Love,
This thour;ht leads the poet to reco;:nize that Love
outweighs v^hatever pain it may bring and he feels sure that i';
will endure even though its object is out of sight. Although
Love causes pain he would not purchase happiness at the cost
of Love. He feels that
'Tis better to have loved and lost
Than never to have loved at all.*^^
7. C^uestions of Doubt.
Thus far our poet's thoughts have been concentratec
on his loss, his fp?ief, his love, and the past. He has been
struggling with the feeling of utter loss and desolation and
only for brief moments has he enjoyed any feeling of calm or
comfort. ITie idea of the continued life of the dead now e-
merges and in various forms becomes his principal subject.
Now he does more than just feel; he reasons, and doubts. This
doubt is what almost everyone who suffers loss experiences.
We long to know more definitely about the dead. Do the^- live?
Do they remember us? Do they continue to progress? What is
the proper answer to the problem of sorrow, of the loss of
those \'ie love - to the cry of the breaking hearts all over
the world? Our poet nov/ passes from mere feelings through the
valley of doubt and fir.ally emerges to supreme faith. He was
philosophic enough, but his philosophy was always in solution,
as a poet's philosophy should be, and when he finished it v/as
32-In Memoriam, Canto . XXVII
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always song. Mr. Atkins says, "I do not know in all literature
any such sustained association of perfect craftsmanship in
words with philosophies in solution and the travail of the sou!,
as one finds it in these one hundred and thirty-one cantos.
But the framework of the poem is woven of sterner stuff. The
The warp of it is faith, and the woof of it is doubt, and the
dominant dye of it is ^Tief , and through all the color with
which he adorns it you may see and feel these darker yarns". "^"^
These darker yarns are made up of doubts and it is to these
that we now turn,
B. Doubt.
1, Function of Doubt.
As we take up a study of some of the doubts which en-
gaged the attention of our ooet, it is interesting to note thai
Tennyson himself was not a "born believer" and that he was
interested in these c^uestions because of his severe struggle
with his own doubts. Ee was not one who believed things simplj
because they were said to be true, but rather one who inquired
into the laws
Of life and death, and things that seem,
And things that be, and analyse
Our double nature, and compare
All creeds till we have found the one.
If one there be.
The death of Hallam made his fight with liis doubts concerning
death much more intense. As he described it,
Like Paul with beasts, I fought with Death.
27
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He believed man to be a doubter by nature.
To Tennyson doubtinfj seemed to have a cleansing
power on the mind. In the end it produced a stronf^er f&ith.
There lives more faith in honest doubt,
Believe me, than in half the creeds. '^^
He thought that those who never doubted never really believed.
Doubt was abroad in Tennyson's age, as it always is; but, for
perhaps the first tine, the doubters desired to believe and
said, "Lord, help Thou mj unbelief, "35 ip^g function of doubt,
then, according to Tennyson, is to cleanse the mind and to in-
tensify faith.
.2. Interest in Philosophy.
Since Tennyson did doubt, we may assume that he was
probably interested in philosophy and science. Our reading
shows us that throughout the greater part of his life he was
greatly interested in the problems of philosophy. It is easy
to trace the causes of this interest, namely: his poetic
temperament, his reflective nature, his aesthetic nature, and
his severe struggle with his ovm doubts and the doubts of his
age. Through his own experiences, and as a result of his own
thinking Tennyson reached a philosophy of life which satisfied
himself but he did not attempt to outline it in a formal way foi
d§3iples to follow. He did not reach his conclusion quickly.
He touched every note in the gamut of belief and his creed un-
derwent much modification and change. He was always craving
34-In I.^emoriam
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for the hi(^hest good and searching for the surest truth. He
has left the traces of his wandering along a winding 7/ay, He
threaded his course through a labyrinth of doubt and bev/ilder-
ment, and only tovmrd the end did he find the clue to happiness
and the solution of the mystery. He did not attempt to force
his solution on others; he expressed it merely to satisfy him-
self. He did hope, however, that his solution might help
others having; the same problems and doubts. The following
verses refer to systems of philosoph37-:
Cur little s^rstems have their day;
They have their day and cease to be:
Thej- are but broken lights of thee,
And thou, 0 Lord, art more than they. 3*7
3, Interest in Science.
oince Tennyson was interested in philosophy we may
know that he was interested in science. During this period
science pre ented a more alarming picture than it does today.
People did not realize then that science and religion could
work together hand in hand. It seemed that if one virould follow
science he must forsake religion. Tennyson was not one to
slight the question and he w^s sincerely/ interested in the pro-
gress of modern science. His attitude toward science was what
a modern poet*s ought to be.
4, iijvolution.
Tennyson felt keenly'' the implications of evolution.
To the people of that tine it was the most black and hopeless
29
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catastrophe conceivable to human nature for they confused ori
of species with orit;^;in of being, .,e cannot doubt that Tenny-
son believed in the doctrine of evolution in sDme respects.
He believed man to be a product of evolution and felt that he
carried in himself the history of the past, yet he is free.
He thought that creation, by means of evolution, is a continue
struggle toward higher ends. He was able to see in the evolu-
tion of the earth a symbol of the high destiny of the unfold-
ing life of man. For him evolution was constructive, not des-
tructive, for he saw God as the unfolding cause within nature
38a
and man. People of the Victorian Age as a v;hole rebelled a-
gainst Darwinism because they had a fear it would affect mor-
ality. In Memoriam was published before Darwin's famous Origin
of the Species
,
(1859), Joseph Jacobs states that the curious
anticipations of Darwinism which occur so frequently in In
Memoriam were due to the interest excited by Chambers* Vestige
of the Natural History of Creation which appeared in 1844.
It was not without a severe struggle that Tennyson
came to believe in evolution of the highest trpe« He felt the
conflict, pain, and waste in Nature. At first he thought that
Nature was interested in type but not in the individual.
So careful of the type she seems.
So careless of the single life,'^^
Also the urolific v/aste in Nature distressed him.
And finding that of fifty seeds
She often brings but one to bear. 40
m
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On second thought, Nature didn't even seem to care for type.
So careful of the tTpe? but no.
From scarped cliff and quarried stone
She cried, 'A thousand types are r;Qne:
I care for nothing, all shall go'*-
Yet Yfno can think upon the gradual forming of this
earth and man's development and
Then v/ould the whole mystery of
Tennyson believed that the dead
believe in man's annihil ation'
evolution be without meaning,
continued to live and work and
that we must ever strive seeking to subdue the lov/er to the
higher. He believed that Death alone held the key to evolutioi ,
They say.
The solid earth whereon we tread
In tracts of fluent heat began.
And grevi to seeming-random forms,
The seeming prey of cyclic storms,
Till at the last arose the nan;
Who throve and branched from clime to clime,
The herald of a higher race,
And if himself in higher place.
If so he type this work of time
Within himself, from more to more;
Or crown 'd with attributes of woe
Like glories, i.iove his course, and show
That life is not as idle ore.
But iron du3 from central gloom.
And heated hot with burning fears,
And dipt in baths of hissin-^ tears.
And batter's v/ith the shocks of doom
To shape and use. Arise and fly
The reeling Faun, the sensual feast;
Move upward, workin'; out the beast.
And let the ape and tiger die.'^^
Later Tennyson came to believe that the embryo was
a link between the life before and the life to come.
41-In I.Iemoriam
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And, moved thro* life of lower phase,
Result in man, be born and think,
And act and love, a closer link
Betwixt us and the crowning race. 43
Tennyson realized that in this life we cannot actually know the
secret of evolution but his faith came to his rescue and he was
able to believe that God works through Nature to accomplish a
divine purpose.
Oh yet we trust that somehow good
Will be the final goal of ill,
To pangs of nature, sins of will.
Defects of doubt, and taints of blood;
That nothing walks with aimless feet;
That not one life shall be destroyed,
Or cast as rubbish to the void,
V,n:'Len God hath made the pile complete,
5, Pre^xistence
Q,uite closely connected with the theory of evolu-
tion is the theory of pre^xistence , Tennyson alluded to this
theory but we have no basic reason for thinking that he be-
lieved in it.
How fares it with the happy dead?
For here the man is more and more;
But he forgets the da^^s before
God shut the doorways of his head.
The days have vanished, tone and uint.
And yet perhaps the hoarding sense
Gives out at times (he knows not vfhence)
A little flash, a mystic hint."^^
The above lines may be taken to refer to prq^xistence . The
argument will be: Here on earth a man grows, but forgets the
life that preceded this; ana jet at times he has experiences
In ^ Memoyiam
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which are really reminiscences of it; and so, in the life that
follows his earthly one, he rna^'' have forgotten it and yet
have experiences which are really reminiscences of it. The
idea of pre^existence is not infrequent in Tennyson, and is
45a
prominent in x"he Two Voices . However, this is the only hint
of pre^existence that v;e have in In Memoriam and it seems
that if Tennyson actuall'r believed in it he would have alluded
to it elsewhere in this poem, especially in the following sec-
tions. But we do not find these allusions, and we do find
that in the very next section he assumed that the earthly life
is the first individual life, and the earthly death the second
birth, not the third or any larger nuraber.
This use may oe in blood and breath,
!7hich else were fruitless of their due.
Had man to learn himself anew
Beyond the second birth of Death,
6. Sensationalism.
It is significant to note that even though the two
conspicuous tendencies which characterized the philosophy of
this period were Sensationalism and Transcendentalism^..
Tennyson was able to fight his way through to a firm belief in
God and Immortality^, Sensationalism means that, so far as the
ultimate nature of the human mind is concerned, it is nothing
more than a bundle of sensations. All knowledge is derived
from experience and experience It^ treated as sense-experience.
All of man*s higher mental activities are, then, finally re-
4[3a-;::5ee also. The Ancient ba^^ib
45-In Memori'am^~Canto ^^Lv
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ducible to sensations, grouped accordin^^ to certain lavrs of
association. This cancels the reality of the soul as a distinc
46a
agent. In this denial of the reality of mind was involved, as
a natter of course, the denial of its freedom and immortality.
Looking at this theory from the epistemological standpoint the
result is Agnosticism, which theory we will note later.
7. Transcendentalism.
This was an inheritance from Kant, This doctrine
shuts out God, the human soul and its destiny from the knowledge
of man by the very constitution of human knowled^::e itself. It
affirms that the primary principles of knowledge are ascertainec).
by the investigation of that which is a priori , or independent
of experience. Thus, by this theory, it 'tvould be impossible to
know or experience God. Tennyson was profoundly interested in
this view, but, by his supreme faith, he rose above it.
8, Agnosticism.
As a result of the teachings of sensationalism and
transcendentalism many people embraced agnosticism. It was
an age of religious and theolo-'ical controversy and this is
very apt to be fruitful of doubt. It raised the question in
many minds as to the possibility of gettinij; any stable and
reliable basis for knowledge and faith. A brief definition of
agnosticism is that it is the theory that ignorance about phil-
osophical or religious principles is the rational outcome of
47thought. This theory teaches that knowledge does not extend
46a-> See also The Promise of May
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beyond phenomena. It is limited to things as they appear to
us through the senses, and does not reach to reality as it
is in itself. The ultiriate nature of things, therefore, can-
not be linown. What this means Yilth reference to our knowledge
of God is, of course, very apparent; God is, according to this
theory, "the Unknov/n and the Unknowable." If, then, we can
never kr.ow God, how are we to hope for immortality in Ilim?
Tennyson, at times, embraced agnosticism in his wanderings
through the by-paths of doubts. Ke wanted to know but realize
that from the episte?:iolO£ical standpoint he could not know
"the Unknowable, the Nameless." ^'^^
We cannot know;
For knowledge is of things we see.^^
9. Ilnowledge versus i'aith.
Our poet had the greatest repect and love for
knowledge but he knev: that it alone was not enough to satisfy
the human soul. Knowledge satisfied his intellect but not the
yearnings o;f his heart.
7/ho loves not Knowledge? ",7ho shall rail
Against her beauty? May she mix
Y^ith men and prosper I ?/ho shall fix
Her pillars? Let her v/ork prevail.
For she is earthly of the mind.
But V/isdom heavenly of the soul.
0, friend, who comest to thy goal
So ear 13'-, leaving me behind,
I would the great world grew like thee,
nho grewest not alone in power
And knowledge, but by year and hour
In reverence and in charity. 49
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Tennyson let knowledge take him just as far as it was able to,
then he bridged, over the gap with faith and Iw e. It was only
in this way that he was able to satisfy his soul,
I cannot understand: I Love,^^
This leads us directly to Tennyson's theory of know-
ledge versus faith. He was one who did not blink the differenc<i
between knowledge and faith. He thought it to be absolutely co4-
si stent to follow all h-ainan knowledge to the furthest bound to
which it can carry us, and then to throw out the soundings of
faith into the region where knowledge ceases to avail. This
is really the basis of his philosophy* Without the addition of
faith to his knowledge he never Y/ould have come through his tridl
triuraphant; on the other hand, blind faith without any knowledge
would never have satisfied ..is intellect. He believed faith to
51be far superior to knowledge. His theory is that we get this
faith from ourselves, from what is highest within us. There are
some truths which are to be proved only by faith and feeling
and not by knowledge. Tennj'son made a fine distinction between
faith and knowledge, between the knowing mind and the believing
mind. In his opinion,, there was a domain of knov/ledge and a
domain of faith. There. v;as, in his mind, a difference between
knov/ledge, which deals with phenomenal, and faith, which deals
with the noumenal. He affirmed God and Immortality to be the
real v;orld, not to be apprehended by the knowing mind but by
the believing mind. Love of God, according to Tennyson, is a
50-In .'.Memoriam
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fact of faith rather than an object of knov/ledse, Knowled^^e is
only half the truth respecting God; faith is the other half.
He did not emphasize the forms of faith at all. He simply clun^
to faith beyond the forms of faith. Ee believed that there was
no virtue in blind acquiescence, no profit in a faith not under
stood. Yet knowledge is not the final goal because, when it is
separated from love and faiuh, it becomes dangerous. Thus
knowledge is but the lesser half; we must add faith.
Strong Son of God, ir-imortal Love,
Whom we, that have not seen thy face,
By faith, and faith alone, embrs.ce.
Believing where we cannot prove,
10. Skepticism.
In the above paragraph we note that Tennyson had
great respect for knowledge but he felt that it did not carry
him quite far enough. He must add faith. From this we are
able to tell how he felt in regard to skepticism.
It ha.=: been said that the only rea.'-onable answer
to skepticism, or to any form of religious doubt, is to be
found in philosophical reflection. We knov/ that Tennyson
54
was interested in philosophy and we know that he had a re-
flective nature, therefore, it is easy to guess his answer to
skepticism. Skepticism is the first answer that may be given
to the theory of kno?/ledge and it states that nothing can be
known. The assertion that nothing can be known may mean just
what it says; nothing whatever can be known about any subject.
In this form, skepticism is clearly self-refuting, for, if
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nothing can be known, skepticism cannot be knovm. The absolute
denial of all knoY/led.r:e is a do:;nia that destroys itself, 1enny|-
son could not tolerate skepticism because he could not and woulp.
not still the voice of his heart ?^%e might not be able to know
absolutely but he did feel and love I And for him that was
sufficient proof against this doctrine,
11. Positivism.
All forms of skepticism that are not self-con-
tradictory have to grant that there is some knov/ledge. The
knowledge that they grant is about the immediate data of ex-
perience. Sensations we know; anj^'thing more than this, says
the skeptic, is of the Evil One, Skepticism of this tjrpe has
had a long and flourishing history. It has been given the
name of positivism. It means that knowledge of the sense order
is positive knov/ledge; and also that no other knowledge is
positive
.
Tennyson's answer to both skepticism and positiv-
ism was faith and love. The eternal ego of the human soul crie
out against such doctrines. V/e can know by faith and love.
I cannot understand: I love. 55
I stretch lame hands of faith, and grope,
And gather dust and chaff, and call
To what I feel is Lord of all,
And fainuly trust the larger hope.^^
12. Kantian Subjectivism.
Quite closely connected y/ith skepticism and posi-
tivism in the problem of knowledge is Kantian subjectivism and
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Tennyson was influenced by this theory. This theory states
that only consciousness is immediately given. All the objects
that v;e know are objects of real or possible experience. Kant
holds that the content of knowledge comes from sensation, but
insists that its form comes from the understanding. Sense in-
tuition gives the data, but the understanding organizes the datl^,
gives them form and law, and thus makes knowledr^e possible.
Knowled>^e, then, is possible; but knowledge only of phenomena,
of things as they appear to us in our minds, with laws that
come from our minds rather than :"rom the things. Joseph Jacobs
believes that Tennyson was influenced considerably by this
theory. ^"^
We have but faith: we cannot knovr^
For knowledge is of things we see.^^
This is decidedly Kantian; experience cannot transcend phenomenfL
15, Episteir.ological Idealism.
Another philosopher who influenced Tennyson v/as
Hegel. James Lindsa:/" states, "Alfred Tennyson* s philosophy is
idealistic in type, and can be said to be no other than a com-
pound of Hegelian and Kantian elements, mingled with influences
proceeding from Coleridge and Wordsworth . Hegel believed in
epistemological idealism. He reasoned that if idea and object
are one, it seems more logical to sa3'' that they are idea. He
held that in the Idee, the Absolute Idea, subjective and object
ive are one. Hegel reasoned: "The ideas that I experience do
not adiait of coherent organization without my supposing that
there is a system of ideas in a Supreme Mind, in which, some-
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how, I participate."^^ Tennyson certainly believed in God and
in His working throu/^h Nature and man by the process of law,
14. Synoptic Philosophy of Plato.
Stephen Gwynn maintains that j.'enn:/son was in-
fluenced by the philosophy of Plato. ^1 Plato was an advocate
"of the sjTioptic method, which states that nothing is thoroughly
understood unless it is seen as a whole and its parts related
to its functions and properties as a whole. Plato extended the
method and sought to find concepts that are valid for our think
ing about all sorts of objects, - tables and chairs and souls
and God. These concepts Plato usually calls Ideas. Kis theory]
is that Ideas are not mere states of mind, but are objects
that are real and independent. The Ideas are related in a sys-
tem at the hea'i of which is the Idea of the Good, jiverything
must ultimately be understood in its relation to the Good,
Tennyson believed that everything in the universe would finally
be understood through its relation to God. To him God is the
Supreme Head to which all else is subservient.
They are but broken lights of thee,
62
And thou, 0 Lord, art more than they. 63
15, Hedonism.
According to H, L. Fausset we are led to think
that Tennyson believed in hedonism. This theory holds that
we assi-.vn value to v/hat pleases us; then value and pleasure
are identical. That this analysis is not wholly adequate is
evident from the fact that some pleasures are uad; and that our
40
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pleasures depend on our ideals, so that we discriminate between
good and bad pleasures, and v;o can learn to find pleasure in what
conforms to the ideal. Tennyson was not a hedonist in the lowe|?
sense of the vrord, namely, mere pleasure was not his aim in li:
In the higher sense he was a heaonist because he did find pleas
ure in that which conformed to his ideal. In Memoriam proves
this because even after his wild grief he was finally able to
find sone degree of comfort and pleasure in the death of Hallam
since it taught him certain valuable truths and happened, as he
believed, in accordance with the will of his Ideal, his God, So
we must thin'--: of Tennyson as believing only in the higher type
of hedonism.
16. Problem of Evil
Even though our poet cane to have a firm belief
in his Ideal, he was not blind to the problem of evil in the
universe and this problem distressed him. The difficult^r of
the problem of evil is notorious. The presence of both good
and evil in the same universe is not very easy to explain.
Whether fundamental reality be good or evil or neutral or mixed
tr.is is a perplexing world and difficulties attend every solu-
tion, Tennyson felt that evil cannot be the fundamental meaning;
of the universe but he was unable to solve the problem. He
thought that evil might be but incipient good, but chis hope
was shattered by consideration of the waste and strife in Nat-
ure, v/hich left the solu"^ion dark and unsolved.
cc
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Are God and Nature then at strife,
That Nature lends such evil dream?^^
Yet Tennyson believed firrrily that whatever might be
its function, evil could not be the fundamental meaning of the
universe. It is at least possible that the universe may be
better with evil in it than it would have been without; yet, if
this be true, there is a fundamental tragedy in value and good-
ness themselves. 'Jhe place of the death of Jesus in Christian
theology testifies that the religious consciousness is not una-
ware of tragedy in God himself. Often we experience use from
the useless and good from the evil. Out of suffering grows
strength; out of frustration, patience; out of sin itself, in-
creased zeal for righteousness. Out of the death of Hallam,
there came to Tennyson a greater development of character. The
mystery of life is not so utterly dark but that some meaning can
be found wherever there is a mind a le to meet circumstances Yriih
ideals. And Tenn3''son had ideals I The problem of evil admits
of no final, no completely enlightening solution but he believec.
that the evil would result in ultimate good. He touched upon
the problem and then left it, but he told us what to do.
Hold thou the good: define it well,^^
17, Consciousness.
We note that ennyson was unable to solve the
problem of evil, which is probably the most serious problem
which faces metaphysics. Possibly the second most difficult
problem is the problem of consciousness, or mind, or soul.
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V/hat were Tennyson *s ideas on this subject?
The majority of philosophers would a^ree that the
problem of consciousness is fundamental. Primitive man had no
science of psychology or of biology; no clearly defined con-
cepts of matter or of mind; no idea of natural law. Yet obser-
vation of tiie facts of life and death, of sleep and unconscious
ness, led him to i;he theory that there w&s something in him
that; caused him to move and speak and live. This something was
the soul. Primitive man thought that the soul was separable
from the body and could travel afar. He did not conceive of
the soul as immaterial; for him it was a refined and subtle
form of matter.
Plato was the first to work out the sharp distinc-
tion between soul and body. The Platonic conception of the sou!,
as imiaaterial and immortal was made the starting point of some
modern philosophy. Needless to r.tate, modern philosophy has
almost unanimously rejected the older theory of the soul. It
appears to the popular mind that the fate of values in the uni-
verse is inseparable from the reality of the soul.
In Memoriam is the story of the voyage of the soul.
Then what aid Tennyson mean by soul? Tfe already know that he
did not think of it as a bundle of sedations." Tennyson's idej.
of man v/as that he was a distinct personality. He believed thaj
what
the real test of a man vms not what he knew, buty,^he v;as In him-
self and in his relations to others. 68 He differentiated be-
tween body and spirit. He said to his family with deep feeling
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one January evening in 1869, "You may tell me that my hand and
my foot are only imaginary symbols of existence. I could be-
lieve you; but you never, never can convince me that the"I"
is not an eternal Ideality and that the spiritual is not the
true and real part of me",^° In his memorable poem he gave
this expression to the idea of consciousness or personality:
The baby nei? to earth and sky,
V/hat time his tender palm is prest
Against the circle of the breast.
Has never thought that this is I:
But aii he grov/s he gathers much,
And learns the use of and *me',
And finds I am not what I see.
And other than the thin-^is I touch.
So rounds he to a separate mind
Jrom ''.Thence clear memor3^ may begin.
As thro* the frame that binds him in,
His isolation grov/s defined.
This use may lie in blood and breath,
V.'hich else were fruitless of their due,
Had man to learn himself anew,
Beyond the second birth of death. '^'^
18, Personalism.
Since Tennyson let us know thet he believed in
the philosophjT" of personality or personalism let us note some
of the outstanding points of this theory. Personalism teaches
that each individual is a distinct personality and that mind
and body art separate but that they act on each other; that
sometimes the initiative comes from one side, and sometimes
from the other. One of the greatest merits of personality as
a principle is its time - transce.-ding property; the fact that
it experiences the most diverse fragments as belonging to one
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identical personal life, Personalii;m does not mean that ultimal]e
reality is just like your mind and mine with all their defects.
It holds, rather, that our incomplete and fragmentary ininds give
rise to an ideal of a full and complete personality, that this
ideal is the only one that fulfills the demands of coherent think
ing, and hence that the perfect personality is real . It believes
in body and Nature as expressions of the Supreme Mind. And sinqje
body is itself an expression of the Supreme Mind, a human body
is simply a point of interaction between the Supreme kind and
the human mind. Personalism faces the facts with the hypothe-
sis that the unity of the universe is due to Cne Supreme Person
or Mind, so that all the laws of nature, the relations and inter
actions of things and persons are dependent on Kis will and pur-
pose. It enlists both thought and experience in its ranks. Thi
viev/ of matter as the purposive functioning of the Supreme Mind
solves the problems of dualism, makes interaction between mind
and body reasonable, and unifies our view of the cosmos. Tenny-
son believed the Supreme Mind functioning in us to be working
toward
One far-off divine event,
To which the whole creation moves.
Personalism interprets the universe as friendly. It
justifies hope. It finds in the relation of human and divine
wills an inexhaustible meaning and purpose in life. It does not
believe that now, or at any point in time, the universe is per-
fect. It finds in God a being oi' perfect goodness, but not of
71-In Memoriam
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mechanical perfection. His perfection is perfection of purpose
,
a teleolo;:;ical perfection. In its practical bearing on human
beings this means not that the universe is perfected, but that
it is perfectible; not that no thine: can be improved, but that
real change, real improvement is the purpose of life. It sees
the suffering and the evil. "There is the shadov/ of a cross
on the personalistic universe. There is tragedy, but there is
also meaning; and the meaning transforms the tragedy. ""^^ Much
of Tennyson* s poetry lends itself to complete explanation when
the theory of personalism. is applied. T/e have already noted
some examples, and here are a few additional ones.
Be near us iihen vie climb or fall:
Ye watch, like God, the rolling hours
V/ith larger other e:/es than ours.
To malce allowance for us all.""^
So fret not, like an idle girl,
That life is dash*d with flecks of sin.
Abide: they wealth is gathered in.
When Time hath sundered shell from pearl.
The mighty hopes that make us men.'^^
19. Materialism.
Since Tennyson believed in personalism it is ob-
vious that he would reject the philosophy,'" of materialism. This
is the theory that matter and its laws are all that there is oi
that they explain all. It is a unified system. It reduces al]
reality to one kind of being and formulates the lav/s of that
being m-ather^atically/-. Materialism explains mind in terms of
body. Is mind identical with matter? The pure materialist
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gives an emphatic yes in answer to this question. Tennyson
scorned the materialist and appealed to the voice of the Ego
as suggesting reasonable ground for cherishing the hope of
immortality. He gave expression to his hatred of materialism
in the following verses:
I trust I have not wasted breath:
I think we are not wholly brain,
Magnetic mockeries; not in vain,
Like Paul with beasts, I fough'c with Death;
Not only cunnin": casts in clay:
Let Science prove we are, and then
What matters Science unto men,
At least to me? I would not stay.
Let him, the wiser man who springs
Hereafter, up from childhood shape
His action like the greater ape.
But I was born to other things.''^
£0, Mechanism.
The theory of materialism leads us on naturally
to a consideration of the theory of mechanism. The people of
Tennyson's age were influenced hy both of these theories. Me-
chanism holds that all facts are to be explained as a necessary
consequence of previous facts, and not as the expression of pur
pose. It rests on what Aristotle called efficient cause
.
Can
our world be adequately understood if we face, with mechanism,
toward the past, and regard the present as completely explained
and wholly determined by the past? Are the principles of
physical science sufficient to explain everything? Mechanistic
philosophy in its perfect form is Ihe hypothesis that every
event in the universe is a necessary product of previous events
76-In Memoriam , Canto. CXX

and that an all-wise mathematician could predict the entire
future of the universe with the same accuracy with which the
a:;tronomer can now predict an eclipse. Tennyson answered the
above question in the negative as this philosophy was far too
limited to suit him and it gave no opportunity for the express-
ion of personality.
21. Pantheism.
|
We v;ill now turn our attention to four theories
which deal in different ways with the progress of the soul afte:
death. Another system of philosophy v/hich Tennyson touched upor,
in In Memoriam but in which he did not really believe was pan-
theism. Since we already know that he favored personalism we
would know that he would discount pantheism. This is the be-
lief that God is all reality . This doctrine leaves no room for
the immortality of the individual. Tennyson attacked pantheism
in the following verses:
That each, who seems a separate whole,
Should move his rounds, and fusing all
The skirts of self again, should fall
Remerging in the general Soul,
Is fai :h as vai:ue as all unsweet:
Eternal form shall still divide
The eternal soul from all beside;
And I shall know him vvhen we meet:
And we shall sit at endless feast,
Enjoying each the other's good:
What vaster dream can hit the mood
Of Love on earth? He seeks at least
Upon the last and sharpest height,
Before the spirits fade away.
Some landing-place, to clasp and say,
Farewell I We lose ourselves in light. '^'^
77-In Memoriam
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The poet rejected those theories of a future state which deny
the continuance of individual being. A vague Nirvana, in v^hich
the personal soul is merged in the general soul, can never sati
fy the desires of love.
Later in the poem there is a brief moment when he
77a
appeared to be on the side of pantheism.
Thy voice is on the rolling air;
I hear thee Tvhere the waters run;
Thou standest in "che rising sun,
And in the setting thou art fair.
?/hat art thou then? I cannot guess;
But tho' I seem in star and flov^er
To feel thee some diffusive power,
I do not therefore love thee less:
My love involves the love before;
My love is vaster passion now;
Tho* mix*d with God and Nature thou,
I seem to love thee more and more.
Far off thou art, but ever nigh;
I have thee still, and I rejoice;
I pi'osper, circled v/ith thy voiceipQ
I shall not lose thee tho* I die.
Tenn3/'son never actually enbraced this doctrine. It is the
philosoTDhy of S-oinoza and it annihil aues individual identitv
after death. This was the phase of it which Tennyson could not
tolerate
.
22, Universalism,
A doctrine which Tennyson touched upon more em-
phatically was universalism. This is the belief that all man-
kind will ultirr.ately be saved, together wibh iSatan and the fall|n
anv;els. Tenn^z-son^s love for humanity prompted him to believe
in this. The philosophy of personalism includes this doctrine
49
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in a way. Universalism borders more upon the religious than th|p
philosophical. In these verses Tennyson gave expression to thi|0
belief:
Oh yet we trust that somehow good
Will be the final goal of ill,
To pangs of nature, sins of will.
Defects of doubt, and taints of blood;
That nothing v;alks with aimlesc feet;
That not one life shall be destroyed
.
Or cast as rubbish to the void,
?/hen God hath made the pil comDlete;
That not a worm is cloven in vain;
That not a moxh with vain desire
Is shrivelled in a fruitless fire.
Or but subserves another's gain.
Behold, we know not anything;
I can but trust that good shall fall
At last - far off - at last to all
And every winter change to spring.
As Tennyson pursued the awful theme he asked if the universal
wisn for retoration to life did not spring from what is "likest
God" in our own so ils, a consciousness of imnortalitjr.
23. Metempsychosis.
It is in"::erestiug to note that Tennyson alluded
to the theory of metempsychosis. This doctrine worried him for
it night mean that he would never actually be with his friend
again. Ke temp sycho sis is the belief that every soul is ever
lasting and is incarnated an indefinite number of times.
Thy spirit ere our fatal loss
Did ever rise from high to higher;
As mounts the heavenward altar-fire,
As flies the li -hter thro* the gross
VOa Geo qIpo Th& "Bi rii-oa n£.
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But thou art turnM to something strange,
And I have lost the links that bound
Vhy chanfics; here upon the ground,
No more partakes of thy change.
Deep folly I yet that this could be -
That I would wing my will v/ith night
To leap the grades of life and light,
And flash at once, my friend, to thee.
For tho» my nature rarely yields
To that vague fear implied in death;
Nor shudders at the gulfs beneath,
The howlings from forgotten fields;
Yet oft when sundovm skirts the moor
An inner trouble I behold,
A spectral doubt v/hich makes me cold.
That I shall be thy mate no more.
Tho* following with an upv/ard mind
The wonders that have come to thee,
Thro* all the secular to-be.
But everiTiore a life behind .
This thought led Tennyson to fear that liallam might
be so far advanced that he would never see bim. His faith in
love did not let him hold seriously this theory of metempsycho
Yet it may be that the soul is incarnated an indefinite number
of tines, but this may be our first conscious life, for which
the others v/ere mere preparations. Indeed, the very purpose
of this embodiment of ours may be to render us conscious of oui
own individuality, our separateness from the great universe of
being, our identity, which is a matter of memory; and this con-
sciousness, once gained, may be eternal. One is able to see a
bit of personalism in metempsychosis.
24. Spiritism.
The last theory/ we discussed did not satisfy
IS.
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Tennyson because it made his friend seem even farther away from|
him. Later he introduced the theory of spiritism, which gave
the opposite view of that of metempsychosis. lie wanted to be
near Hallam and to see him. Ke found that it was only when all
striving ceased, and the will was passive, that, unex]iectedly,
the fair face shone forth and calmed his soul. Hallam* s spirit
he found, v/as able to be near his in moments of calm. This
reassured him and revived his faith.
I cannot see the features right.
When on the gloom I strive to paint
The face I know; the hues are faint
And mix with hollov; masks of night;
Cloud - towers by ghostly masons wrought,
A gulf that evcr shuts and gapes,
A hand that points, and palled shapes
In shado^T^;" thoroughfaces of thought;
And crovrds that stream from yawning doors,
And shoals of puckered faces drive;
Dark bulks that tumble half alive,
And lazy lengths on boundless shores;
Till all at once beyond the will
I hear a wizaid music roll,
And thro* a lattice on the soul
81Looks th3^ fair face and makes it still.
Immediately following this Tennyson dreamed of a
holiday spent in France v/ith Arthur and this made him feel very
near his friend. He felt that the spirit of his friend breathe^
on in him, turning sorrow into strength.
That in this r.lindness of the frame
My ghost may feel that thine is near.^^
Feeling the spirit of ;.is friend near, he longed to communicate
with him but could not.
But in dear words of human speech
V7e two communicate ::o more.°*^
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25. Lati tuciinariani sm.
Tennyson, in his grief and desire to be near
Hallam, thouf^ht of and touched upon prac-cically all of the im-
portant doctrines of his ao:e and crystallized them. He ran the
gamut of the possible beliefs and tlie problems that confront
those who suffer loss. He was latitudinarian in that his mind
was Yiide in ran{:-e and scope but in his case it did not mean
that he was so broad that he was lax. The voice of his person-
al sorrow became impersonal in his desire to bring comfort to
others. It is not too much to say that Tennyson, singing of a
hope, large with the compassion of God, has brought the peace
of a tender dawn upon the wild longings of many a heart.
26, Progress through Law.
In Memoriai.i certainly is latitudinarian. Some
theories are suggested, some briefly developed, but there are
certain ideas that are emphasized, that enter into the many
different designs and tend to make it a unified whole. One
theory which is emphasized is progress through lav/.
Tennyson believed that God accomplishes his
purposes through la'>7 and order and that He teaches by progress
and not by miracle. He had sJ^trong feeling for the dignity
and efficiency of law, of lav' understood in its widest sense.
He saw the working of law in evolution and in nature. To him
law was not a blind, mechanical thing but it v/ac the evidence
of God working in all thin:':s. He thought that we must abide
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"by law "for nothinf^ is that errs from lavr" . He saw law operat-
ing throu^^'n science, through philosophy, and through religion,
hence it was a fundamental thing. It was the doctrine of an
equable progress under the rei;-n of law.
One God, one law , one element.
7/e have been tracing the dark yarns of
.
doubt in In
Memoriam and no-/ we will turn our attention to the brighter
hues which made it possible for Tenn3"son to gain a real victory
C. Victory.
1 . Love
It was love coupled with faith that gave Tennyson
the key to God and immortality. It was love vmich enabled hxm
to overcome his doubts. The first article of his creed was
that the highest function of human life is love. The ei'ficient
cause of the universe is love, and life without love is worse
than death. The real purpose of In I'vlemoriam was to prove that
love is intrinsically immortal.
How did Tennyson prove love to be immortal? He
really proved it to his ov;n satisfaction by faith. He believed
that God would not have implanted in the human heart the capac-
ity for love unless He intended it to be immortal. His belief
rested upon intuition. He also proved the point by his love
for Hallam. He had loved his friend while he lived, and when
he died his love had not changed. The object of his love
was removed but love continued.
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Still onward, winds the dreary way;
I with it; for I long to prove
No lapse of raoons can canker Love .
Whatever fickle ton:;:ues may say.®*
Even though he suffered, he counted love as being worth the
price of iDain. He repeated this idea several times:
I hold it true, what' er befall;
I feel it, when I sorrow most;
*Tis better to have loved and lost
Than never to have loved at all. °
Not only did Tennyson feel that love was immortal in
a general way but the dictates of his heart told him that he
would know nis friend after death. Sven though he could not
know, he felt this to be true. But Kallam knev/ all from his
vantage point.
And what delights can eq.ual those
That stir the spirit's inner deeps.
When one that loves but knows not reaps
A "i^^^"^^- from one that love s and knows
Even v/hen he dealt with pantheism his heart would not let him
believe that is friend would simply merge in the general Soul
and he exclaimed in the face of doubt:
Eternal form shall still divide
The eternal soul from all beside;
imd I shall knov; him when we meet. 88
He faced all doubt fearlessly and in the end made it vassal untc
love. It was Arthur w;:.o had first kindled this love in his
heart and it would not burn out but last forever.
Nor mine the sweetness or the skill,
But mine the love that will not tire
,
And, born of love, the va ue desire
ihat spurs an imitative v/ill.®^
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His heart sirni:)ly v/ould not let Hallam escape him even thouf'h he
had died.
For Tennyson love increased with time and v;as always supreme.
In r.-emoriam gives us one excellent example to prove
the point that it is best to simply love and not to question.
It is the story of Lazarus and his four days in the grave.
He never told of his experience and his sister, Hary, did not
question; she simply loved. And is this not the better way?
Behold a man raised up by Christ I
The rest remaineth unreveal'd;
He told it not; or something? seal'd
The lips of that llvangelist.
Ker e^^'es are homes of silent prayer,
Nor other thought her mind admits
But, he v/as dead, and there he sits,
And he that brought him back is there.
Then one deep love doth supersede
All other, Y'hen her ardent gaze
Roves from the living brothel's face,
And rests upon the Life indeed.
All subtle thought, all curious fears,
Borne down by gladness so complete.
She bows, she batiies the Saviour's feet
7,'ith costl" spikenard sn.d with tears.
'fhrice blest whose lives are faithful prayers,
7niose lo*es in higher love endure;
Y/hat souls possess themselves so pure.
Or is there blessedness like theirs?^!
Tennyson's love was the love thsit refused to believe
that death broke the continuity of life, and that the grave
was the tomb of the spirit. To him love was supreme and ever
Dear heavenly friend that canst not
iviine, mine, for ever, ever mine.^O
die
,
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lasting as expressed in t is stanza:
And love will last as pure and whole
As when he loved rae here in Tine,
And at the spiritual prime
Rewaken Y/ith the dawning soul. ^
2. God.
^ consideration of Tennyson's ideas of love leads
us directly to our next topic, God. Possibly this is Just as
it should be, that love should always lead to God. Our conside|7
ation of sorae other subjects, such as Lantian subjectivism,
idealisLi, personalisra, and progress through law, have already
given us ideas as to how Tennyson felt in regard to God, \'Je
have already learned that he thought that God could not be
known by the knowing mind but hj the believing mind.^*^ He is
not an object of proof or knowledge, but rather an object of
faith. There is a po-er of mind which sees what sense and pure
reason cannot see, Faith is able to penetrate through the maze
to God. Tennyson affirmed God to be the real world, belonging
not to the knowable realm, but to the believable realm. Then
God is revealed through faith.
Now xie are interested in knowing what kind of
God faith revealed to our poet. After our study of personalism
we know that faith revealed to him a personal God. The prologu
to In Llemoriara declares God to be personal and to be revealed
by faith.
Strong Son of God, immortal Love,
YJhom 7/e, that have not seen thy face,
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By faith, and faith alone, embrace.
Believing where we cannot prove.
Tennyson then believed God to be revealed in Christ bv faith.
He also believed God to be revealed as Love and the
world to be an altar whose stairs ascend to Piim, The problem
of evil^^ and suffering distressed him ano. at at times made
him almost doubt that God could be love, but he said: "Yet God
is love, transcendent, all-pervading I ?/e do not get this faith
from Nature or the world. If we look at Nature alone, full of
perfection and imperfection, she tells us that God is disease,
murder, and rapine. '"Je get this faith from ourselves, from whatj
is highest within us, which recognizes that there is not one
fruitless pain, just as there is not one lost good,' Here he
came to the sarae conclusion: that, so far as knowledge is con-
cerned, we cannot find God as Love in the physical, mental and
moral evil of the world. T/e can only find him as such through
hope, trust, and faith. God speaks to our hearts through faith
rather than to our minds through knowledge, accordin:- to Tennyso|^*s
teaching.
5. Freedom.
Another problem which held a great fascination
for Tennyson was the problem of freedom, or free-v/ill. He
thought deeply on this subject and was practical in the way in
which he treated it. He thought that the problem had a vital
bearing on human life. This wt s one of the beliefs which the
science and philosophy of the age threatened. The materialistic
95-In Memoriam
.
Prologue
96-See Page 41 .
97 -Memoir
,
Vol. I, Page 314

conception of man was inconsistent with a belief in free agency
Neither sensationalism or transcendentalism made any allowance
for free-will.
But, in spite of the prevalent philosophies of the
time, Tennyson believed in free-will and its bearing on human
life. His son tells us that this subject was one of his most
go
common topics of conversation. He thought that it Y/ould be
disastrous to man to take away the sense of individual responsi
bility.^^ In In Memoriam we find a recognition of the reali ^y
of freedom:
Our wil-S are ours, we Icnov/ not how.-^^^
Then we are told that the object or purpose of this freedom is
that, -
Our wills are ours, to make them thine.
He recognized the realit;.^ of the will in physical
and moral evil. He believed sin to be a wrong exercise of the
will.
Oh yet we trust that somehow good
Will be the final goal of ill,
To pangs of nature, sins of will.
Defects of doubt, and taints of blood. •^^'^
He also felt that as a result of consciousness of th
possession of free-will, man should realize his responsibility.
This idea is expressed in the following verses:
Yet none could better know than I,
How much of act at human hands
The sense of human will demands
By which we dare to live or die.-^^*^
Tennyson believed man to be a free agent, but he was
9B"Memdir
,
Vol."^T^J;e 316 .
H.Sneath, The Hind of Tennyson," New York, 1900, p. 79
Lenoriam'r^TOy^'5
lOr-Ibid,, Canto lIV
103-Ibid.. Canto LXXXV
•ri
•
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a free agent for the purpose of growth and for the purpose of
expressing the will of God. Freedom, according to his belief,
is not a knowable reality, but a believable one.
4. Immortality.
In considering Tennyson's ideas on imm.ortality we
will find some of them to be a repetition of thoughts in regard
to love, God, and freedom. Imi7:ortality occupied the most prom-
inant place in his thinking and reflection. The reason for thi
was the death of his friend, Kallam, as we have already noted,
7/e have also no"ciced thct the materialism and sensationalism
of the age cancelled the reality of the soul, and consequently
its imraortalitj-."''^'^ Agnosticism denied a knovvledge of the soul
and its immortality. -^^^ These were some of the problems Tenny-
son faced. liow, then, did Tennyson meet this problem?
First he compared the outward evidence of spirit
v/ith the inward evidence of spirit. Judgin?; by the senses, the
dead give no evidence of life.-^^^ftie face of the dead man is de-
void of expression. I-ie gives no answer to tone of voice or gra|p
of hand. Things which should concern him do .lOt. Ee is abso-
lutely indifferent to the things of this world. Are we to assuifie
by this that there is no immortality?
Tenn^'son thought that the result of outword evi-
dence was not real proof. He turned to inward evidence , to the
heart. Man looks upon his body much differently than he does
his spirit. He thinks of liis body as dying, but not his spirit,
104-See pp. 46 and 33
105-See pp. 34 and 35
105a-See also The Two Voices
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His heart gives him the desire for immortality; in his mind the||re
is the concept of Eternity. Ke is a thinkin:: being and has an
ideal of the Perfect. He has conceptions of Qod and of his
relations to Him. 106 Because of these facts, his end must
be more noble than simply dust. If death is to be the end, thejji
earth is without meaning.
My own dim life should teach me this,
Else earth is darkness at the core.
And dust and ashes all that is;
This round of green, this orb of flame,
Fantastic beauty; such as lurks
In some wild Poet, when he works
TTithout a conscience or an aim. lO'^"!^'^^
Tenn^'^son considered the question from the standpoint
of nature and found that it did not prove the case. So he
came to the conclusion that the question could not be decided
by reason but b^;- faith . Besides, is not man a supreme work? Is
he not more than nature?
?/e already know that Tennyson believed man v/as a dis-
tinct personality-^^® and that he thought the highest function
of life was love.^^^ And he proved, by intuition, that love
was immortal. The prologue which comes at the beginning of In
Memoriam but which Tennyson wrote after he had faced the doubts
testifies to the fact that he thought iffirriOrti..li ty to be true
and he proved it by faith and love .
Strong Son of God, immortal Love,
Ylhom we, that li ve not seen thy face,
By faith, and faith alone, embrace.
Believing, where we cannot -Drove.
106-See Page 45
107- In Ivlemoriam
.
Canto .ilXMIV iUVa-Jee also Vastness ;
108- See^ . 43*
109- See . 54
- •
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Thine are these orbs of li-,ht and shade;
Thou madest Life in man and brute;
Thou madest Death; and lo, thy foot
Is on the skull v/hich thou hast made.
Thou wilt not leave us in the dust;
Thou madest man, he knows not why,
He thinks he was not made to die; ,
,
And thou has made him: thou art just.
V. Conclusion.
In our study of Tennyson *s In Memori am we have notec
that the age in which he lived was one of liberalism, progress
and doubt. Darwin's Origin of the Species distressed people,
many criticized the doctrines of the Church, and from all
quarters upheeval came. How v/as one to meet these problems?
There were several solutions. One solution was to run away
from the problems. This v/as practiced by the ?re-Raphaelites.
Carlyle's solution was to find yov.r v/ork and continually work
at it, while Browning* s solution was to be optimistic. Tenny-
son* s solution was jto fight your way to a new faith. He created
a faith of his ovvn based upon the new ideas and facts.
V7e may say that hir struggle with the new ideas and
doctrines began when he entered college, but his real struggle
with doubt began after the death of his friend, Hallam. In
this thesis we have noted the different doubts expressed in
In Memoriam , but Tennyson gave expression to certain doubts
in other poems. Supposed Confessions
,
1830, portrarys doubt
and a lack of ffeiith in immortality. Two Voices
,
1852, shows
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,
Prologue
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clearly his desire at this time to believe in imjnortality but
a voice of doubt mocks this desire. The will to struggle on
and to progress at all costs, even though the end is not known
is portrayed in Ulysses
,
1842, Even in the face of doubt, our
poet thought it best "to strive, to seek, to find, and not to
yield."
We must remember that In Memo riam
,
although published,
in 1850, ?/as begun in 1834 and covered a period of sixteen j^ea^s.
In our study we noted that Tennyson gave simple and direct ex-
pression to his feeling of loss. However, in tracing his
battle with doubt we were led along a twisting and wandering
way. This is due to the fact that the poem covers a long peric|d
of time and his ideas were then in the process of transition.
He wrote as he felt at the time and his battle with doubt was
not a quick, decisive one but a slow, tedious struggle. Hence
that part of the thesis dealing with doubt may seem a bit dis-
connected and sketchy but this is because Tennyson had reached
no definite decision at this time; he had arrived at no defini1|j<
philosoph3- of his own.
We may solJ that his struggle with doubt was over
by 1850, At that time he arrived at a new faith or philosophy
based upon the modern ideas and facts. We have already noted
hov/ the poem In Memoriam closes on a note of victory with beli^:
in God, love, and immortality. His other poems written after
1850 express this same feeling of victory, this same philosoph3|,

The Hi,'::her Pantheism
.
1869, tells us that
The ear of man cannot hear,
and the eye of man ca:.not see;
But if we could see and hear,
this Vision - v/ere it not He?
Vastness
,
1885, closes on a note of belief in jmmortality:
Peace, let it be I for I loved him,
and love him forever;
the dead are not dead but alive.
The Ancient 3age
,
1885, concludes with "the davm of a more
than mortal day." In B^; an Evolutionis t
.
1889, he even bring|p
the problem of evolution up to the high level of his faith:
But I hear no yelp of the beast,
and the Man is q_uiet at last
As he stands on the heights of
his life with the glimpse of a
height that is higher.
Grossing the Bar, which Tennyson wanted placed last in every
collection of his poems, gives us the final word in regard to
his belief:
For tho* from out our bourne
of Time and Place
The flood may bear me far,
I hope to see my Pilot face to face
'Then I have crossed the bar.
Thus we are able to trace Tennyson* s fight through doubt to
a philosophy of faith which, once arrived at, he clung to
steadfastly for the rest of his life.
After completing this study of In Memoriam I find
the one outstanding idea which impresses itself on my mind
to be this: Sorrow has intrinsic value.
f
VI. Summary.
In the introduction we noticed thet the chief genera!,
characteristics of the Age of Tennyson were rapid growth in
scientific discoveries and inventions, the development of the
scientific point of view, a greater output of machinery which
brought about a change in industrial and social standards, the
spread of liberal ideas, and the establishraent of free educa-
tion. Oriel School, and the Broad Church Movement. The chief
characteristics of the literature were moral earnestness, real-
ism, protest and doubt. »Ve gave numerous examples which showec.
Tennyson's interpretation of his age and we noted that his sol4-
tion to the problems and doubts of the age was faith in God,
love, and irajriortali ty
.
In filling in the background of In I.Iemoriam we noted
that Tennyson had an ideal home life and surroundings, a good
education, a supremely happy married life, a most successful
career as a wi-iter, and that he lived to a ripe old age. The
chief characteristics of his writings were beauty, simplicity,
and stateliness. YIe noticed that the great inspiration to
Tennyson's writing was the friendship of Arthur Hallam, the
F.an he held as half-divine , and that it was his death v;hich
prompted the writing of In Memoriam
.
the purpose of which was
to relieve his own grief, to honor JIallaiii, and to help others.
The story of the poem portrayed the voj^age of a soul, which
had suffered the loss of a loved one, in its encounter with
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grief and doubt and showed its final arrival £t a haven of
faith.
In taking up the problem of grief we noted in detail
the characteristics of early grief, the attempts to find com-
fort, the belief in love, and yet the questions of doubt v/hich
arose.
In dealing with the problem of doubt we noticed that
there were some systems which Tennyson utterly rejected, some
in which he partially believed, and some in which he wholly
believed. He believed that the function of doubt was to clari.-
fy thinking and to intensify faith. Because of his very nature
he was interested in both philosophy and science. He believed
in evolution, but evolution of the highest ty::e. He alluded
to preexistence, but we really have no reason for thinking
that he actually believed in it. Sensationalism, the theorj'-
that sensations alone Cc,n be known, and transcendentalis.T. , the
theory that all knowledge is a priori or independent of ex-
perience, Tennyson rejected. He finally rejected agnosticism,
the theory thot knov/ledge cannot extend beyond phenomena,
skepticism, the theory that nothing can be known, and positiv-
ism, v/hich is a form of skepticism. We did note, however, thai
the above theories influenced his thinking. In regard to the
problem of knowledge versus faith he believed that there was
both a knowing mind and a believing mind and that faith was
superior to knowledge. He was influenced by I[antian subject-
••
c
ivism, the theory that content of knowledge comes from sensa-
tion and its form from the understanding, only he went beyond
its bounds to faith. Hegel »s theorj'- of epistemological ideal-
ism, the belief that idea and object are one but they are idea
with a Supreme Mind at the head, influenced Tennyson. He be-
lieved in the s3moptic philosophy of Plato, which is the theorlr
that nothing can be understood unless seen as a whole and that
all facts are related to the Idea of the Good or God, Ke was
a hedonist in the widest sense of the word in that his pleasurj^s
conformed to his ideal. He did not solve the problem of evil
but he believed that evil would result in ultimate good. Lis
idea in regard to consciousness was that man has a distinct
personality and he believed in personalism, the theory that th
perfect personality is real and is an expression of the Suprem^^
Mind. He emphatically rejected materialism because he did not
believe that matter and its laws explained everything. Neithei*
did he believe in mechanism because he did not think that all
facts could be explained as a necessary consequence of previoufe
facts. He gave much thought to pantheism but finally rejected
it because it left no room for the iminortali ty of the individual
.
He touched more emphatically'' upon universalism, the theory
that all will be saved. Metempsychosis, the belief that the
soul is incarnated an indefinite number of times, troubled
him because he might never see Arthur again and he turned from
this to the opposite extreme of spiritism and pictured Arthur
c
as being with him even though he was dead. We agreed that
Tennyson was latitudinarian in that he touched upon many beliel
and theories but there v/ere some that he emphasized and progres
throuf'h law was one of these. He firmly believed that God useq
natural law to accomplish his purpose.
In dealing with Tennyson* s victory over doubt we
noted that his triumph was due to love coupled with faith. Ke
believed that the highest function of life v;as love and he
proved it to be iminortal by faith, by the capacity of the human
to love, and by his love for Hallam. He believed God to be
love in its highest form, an ideal Personality working b^^ lav/,
and known by faith. He believed man to be a free agent, but a
free agent for the purpose of expressing the will of God and
he proved immortality to be true by the inward evidence of
his heart.
€
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